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WORKTOPS
Available in a range of materials and a variety of colours, your worktop can be customised to complement your cabinets.

Granite

Quartz

Due to its natural origins, each granite worktop offers
a unique pattern, instantly providing character to your
kitchen. Elegant and glossy, a granite worktop works
equally well on classic and contemporary cabinets. A
durable surface, it has high resistance to chemicals, heat
and water providing low risk of damage. Drainer grooves
and sink modules can also be incorporated.

A quartz worktop is a premium quality option, produced
from the same minerals as graphite and, combined with
resin it is a tougher material than natural granite. Produced
by leading manufacturer Silestone,® quartz has a high
resistance to chemicals, heat and water, providing low risk
of damage. Drainer grooves and sink modules can also be
incorporated.

Bianco Antico

Indian Black

0333 222 4120

Blat

Moak

Ice Blue

New Smoke

kitchens.leekes.co.uk

Stellar Blanco

MORE
COLOUR
OPTIONS
AVAILABLE

Niebla

Cemento Spa

Coral Clay

Lagoon

Stellar Grey

MORE
COLOUR
OPTIONS
AVAILABLE
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minerva

R

Composite

Solid Surface

Laminate

Combining components that form a versatile material,
minerva® solid worksurfaces were developed specifically for
surfacing. Manufactured using state of the art technology,
this worktop delivers a luxurious appearance and high
quality performance. Drainer grooves and sink modules
can also be incorporated.

Durable and stylish, a solid surface such as Maia® or
Encore offers an innovative worktop option. It is versatile
and practical with benefits such as greater heat resistance,
seamless joints and an aesthetically appealing smooth
finish. Drainer grooves and sink modules can also be
incorporated.

Functional and affordable, a laminate worktop is a
durable choice that suits almost every kitchen. Laminate
can withstand high temperatures and requires minimal
maintenance, ideal for busy family kitchens.

Carrara White

Cocoa Brown
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Fossil

Black Granite
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Ice Crystal

Nimbus Grey

Cristallo

MORE
COLOUR
OPTIONS
AVAILABLE

Cappuccino

Iceberg

Brazilian Greige

Lava

Vulcano

Bianco

MORE
COLOUR
OPTIONS
AVAILABLE

Indian Black

Blat

Moak

0333 222 4120

Ice Blue

New Smoke

MORE
COLOUR
OPTIONS
AVAILABLE
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Solid Wood

Corian®

Dekton®

The natural alternative to high gloss finishes, wood works well
with co-ordinating traditional kitchens or contrasting sleek
looks. Developing over time to deliver a unique finish, regular
treatment is required to ensure that this worktop remains in
excellent condition.

A popular option, Corian® is a versatile solid surface material
that can be cut and formed into any shape, providing the ideal
choice for integrated sinks where a seamless finish is required.
Available in a wide range of colours the worktop is also stainresistant, non porous, easy to clean and extremely hygienic.

Dekton® is a sophisticated blend of materials used to produce
the highest quality slimline worksurface with sinterised particle
technology. The uniform surface fits seamlessly into different
designs, so that the worktop can be installed in one piece with
no cuts or joins. A convenient option for food preparation, this
surface can withstand heat and allows you to cut directly onto
the surface.

Brown Ash

Oak

0333 222 4120

Cherry

Prime Beech

Maple

Walnut
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Fossil

MORE
COLOUR
OPTIONS
AVAILABLE

Clam Shell

Glacier White

Silver Birch

Lava Rock

Whitecap

Ananke

MORE
COLOUR
OPTIONS
AVAILABLE

Irok

Aura

Korus

Galema

Makai

MORE
COLOUR
OPTIONS
AVAILABLE
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STORAGE
Maximise your space with innovative storage solutions designed to keep clutter to a minimum. Incorporate practical additions such as magic corners, revolving carousels, integral shelving and flip
out drawers for an overall design that’s ideal for a multi-tasking space.

Corner Cabinets
Introducing a corner cabinet is ideal to improve access and maximise otherwise redundant storage space. Incorporate a carousel where the trays can easily revolve within the cabinet providing full
access to food and cookware.
100
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Pull Out storage units
Ideal for easy access to larder items, pull out units make the most of narrow spaces between appliances and cabinets. At the planning stages, ensure your cabinet is positioned at the ideal height
for you with shelving at differing levels to suit bottles and jars.

0333 222 4120

kitchens.leekes.co.uk
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drawers
Drawers can be customised to store every kitchen essential – from pots and plates to cups and cutlery. Drawer inserts are available in a variety of widths and depths to allow extra capacity, plus
dividers can be included to ensure everything is stored neatly and logically.
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Larder Storage
Larder cupboards are a stylish yet practical addition to any
kitchen and can be tailored to your requirements. With a
variety of shelves and drawer styles available, your larder can
store everything from food to crockery, all within easy reach.

0333 222 4120
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Style File
Maximise your space with alternative storage solutions
designed to look great and keep clutter to a minimum.
Incorporate storage that’s in keeping with your design
scheme such as country style wicker baskets.

Waste Management
As waste management has evolved, separating and disposing
your waste appropriately has become an essential task.
Incorporating a concealed system with dual recycling and
general waste sections will ensure a tidy kitchen space.

Kitchens at Leekes
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SPLASHBACKS &
UPSTANDS

thousands of
colour options
available

A practical yet stylish feature, a splashback works
to protect the walls from hob and sink splashes.
Crafted to fit the contours of your space, a
statement splashback can vary from creating
an illusion of space to providing a block of
colour including soft, subtle shades, or bold,
bright hues.
An upstand will line the worktop where it
meets the wall, providing a seamless
continuation between your worktop and wall.
Choose from a range of easy to clean finishes
and materials.

Colour Options

Style File
Aubergine

Mink

Oyster

Black

Blackcurrant

Dove Grey
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Turn your kitchen splashback into a design feature,
with the range of interesting textured finishes from
Deco Kiln. Handcrafted in the UK using opticlear glass
and opaque colour coating, the metallic shades and
industrial style finishes give your kitchen an enviably
modern look. Stylish, practical and functional, a Deco
Kiln splashback is largely heat, stain, chemical, water
and fire resistant.

0333 222 4120
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TILES & FLOORING
Decorative wall and floor tiles are a versatile option to incorporate into your kitchen scheme. Materials
including stone, ceramic, glass and porcelain are available in a variety of shapes, size and finishes
offering a practical option whether you’re looking to cover a large surface area or create a feature.

wall &
floor tiles
available

If you’re considering your colour options, start by deciding if you want a solid block of colour, tiles that
feature colour variations or a flat or risen surface to the tile. A patterned tile can add interest by creating
a unique focal point.
Try not to compromise on quality and remember to always purchase an additional 5 –10% more tiles
than you actually need. This allows you to compensate for cuts and breakages and ensures you have the
same batch and shade should you need additional tiles.
If you’re looking for an alternative to tiles – especially if you’re connecting your kitchen and dining area –
choose from a range of wood and luxury vinyl tile flooring in store. Available in a choice of styles, colours
and textures, select from a variety of laying patterns for a high performance and low maintenance finish.

0333 222 4120

kitchens.leekes.co.uk
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SINKS
Your sink will need to co-ordinate with the style and look of your kitchen. From washing up to rinsing vegetables, the sink will be in regular use. So during the planning stages consider the size,
shape and material required. If you’ve incorporated a dishwasher into your scheme you may only need a single bowl, whilst larger households or those who do a lot of food preparation, may find
a double bowl more useful. Consider whether your kitchen would benefit from an undermounted or inset sink. Undermount sinks are installed underneath the worksurface offering a streamlined
look between worktops and sink, while inset sinks are installed from above into a pre-prepared space in the worktop.

stainless steel
A stainless steel sink offers both a
practical and stylish option for your
kitchen. Hard-wearing, easy to clean
and simple to maintain, stainless steel
sinks are highly resistant to cracks
and chips.

composite
An increasingly popular choice, a
composite sink offers both strength
and durability. Composite sinks can
be scratch resistant, suitable for
curved corners and can withstand high
temperature whilst also giving your
kitchen a more contemporary feel.
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cast iron
Featuring a high gloss surface, a
cast iron sink is a durable option.
Maintaining a rich finish that resists
chipping and denting it can also be
produced with deeper bowls due to
the strength of the material.

ceramic
Traditional in style, ceramic sinks are
a hard-wearing choice and offer a
smooth, impervious surface. Ideal for
a country kitchen, Butler and Belfast
models are popular options. Easy
to clean, regular care will ensure it
remains stain free for many years.

0333 222 4120
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TAPS
Discover an extensive collection of taps to complement your sink and the style of your kitchen. Whether you’re looking for a classic or contemporary option, your tap will be frequently used, so
function and practicality are important as well as style and finish. If you’re looking for innovative features, choose from the latest cutting edge designs. From a third tap lever to produce fresh,
filtered water, a pull-out spray nozzle to make washing up easier, or a tap that produces boiling water, we’ve an option to suit your needs.

0333 222 4120

kitchens.leekes.co.uk
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HANDLES
Kitchen handles will have a big impact on the look and feel of your new kitchen. At Leekes we offer a wide variety of designs in a choice of sizes, shapes, colours and finishes so it’s important to
think about what will work best with your designs.
When choosing your kitchen handles, consider their practicality and functionality as well as their aesthetic benefit to your kitchen. Whether you’re seeking detailed handles for an elegant look,
traditional rounded designs for a classic farmhouse kitchen or sleek, brushed metal options for a contemporary feel, you’ll be spoilt for choice with our extensive collection.

choice
For the full
selection of handles,
browse in store.
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traditional
Style File

MORE
DESIGN
OPTIONS

If you are unsure about handle styles, why not consider
the handleless option? A sleek and streamlined look,
opting for handleless kitchen cabinets can be a stylish
alternative.

modern

MORE
DESIGN
OPTIONS
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LIGHTING
Effective and stylish lighting is an essential part of your new kitchen, helping you to undertake everyday tasks including food preparation and cooking as well as socialising with family and friends.
Lighting should be layered, combining task lighting with softer ambient lighting to create the perfect living environment.

accent lighting
Direct your lighting to create a focal point in your kitchen,
transforming your space with the flick of a switch from
somewhere to prepare your food to an entertainment zone.
Plus, if there’s a particular feature in your kitchen that you’re
keen to highlight, accent lighting can be used to focus on a
particular area in the room.
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task lighting
Directing the light where you need it most, task lighting is a
functional choice, ideal for spaces in your kitchen where tasks
are taking place. Under cabinet lighting will aid in careful food
preparation whilst angled spotlights fall where you need them
most, such as by the hob or sink area.

ambient lighting
Ambient lighting is the ideal way to combine atmosphere and
practicality. Softer lighting solutions can be included above
wall units or the underside of the worktop for decorative
purposes. Also lighting inside cabinets or drawers is an
innovative option and can be sensor operated for ease.

0333 222 4120
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0333 222 4120
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COOKING PASSION SINCE 1877
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